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SPRAY AGAINST WASPS
AND THEIR LARVAE

• Extremely large spray nozzle for targeted
destruction 

• Fast knock-down effect due to wide and
powerful sprayjet 

• Enables the control of the nest from a
safe distance of 4 -5 metres 

• Biocidal product

NOTICE
All information including images are given with the
greatest  care.  Still,  it  is  appropriate  to  users
regardless  of  the  test  the  suitability  of  each
product  for  their  own  purposes.  Tech-Masters  is
not  liable  for  the  completeness  and  accuracy  of
information and refuses warranty for your specific
use.  The guarantee,  which Tech-Masters  products
provide, relates only to the standard conditions of
sale  of  this  product.  In  no  case  Tech-Masters  can
be  held  responsible  for  incidental  damages,  or
damages  for  improper  use  or  sale  of  the  product
to another customer.

WASP EXWAE
GENERAL INFORMATION
WASP EX is a spray to control wasps and their lavae.
Due to its special composition, WASP EX achieves an
extremely strong immediate and lasting effect. With
WASP EX, both adult wasps and their larvae on and in
the nest can be successfully and safely controlled.
The formula stuns the wasps and brings them down

and finally destroys them permanently. The special
feature of the safe application is the extremely large
spray nozzle, which not only has a powerful and wide
output, but also a long range. This allows wasps nests
to be destroyed from a safe distance up to 4 - 5
metres.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Form: liquid
Colour: colourless
Flash point: < 0°C

Density: approx. 0,8
VOC: 618 g/l

APPLICATION AND USE
• APPLICATION: 

- The best time to control wasps nests is early in
the morning or before nightfall. At this time all
insects are still in the nest or have already
returned. 
- Point the spray jet directly at the nest and wasps
flying from the nest from a distance of a few
metres by pushing the spray button in pulses
(max. 2 - 3 seconds). 
- The sustained effect of the spray also includes
latecomers, which only become visible after
control has been carried out to the nest.
Regeneration of a wasp detected by WASP EX is
not possible due to its rapid killing effect. 
- The wasp flight is strongest in the months of
August to October. With a successful wasp control
during this period, you can also prevent the
formation of young queens. 
- Shake vigorously before use! 

• USE: 
- WASP EX is suitable for use against all types of
wasps, in rooms infested by wasp colonies and for
targeted control of wasp nests in niches, attics,
barns, sheds and other places preferred by
wasps. 
- ! Do not use as a room spray in living rooms and
bedrooms ! 
- Always look for appropriate clothing when
controlling wasps: hstureadgear (no long open
hair), no short sleeves, sturdy shoes. 
- In the case of standing aids, ensure a firm hold
(recoil)!
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